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To: SM-Defra-traders (DEFRA) traders@defra.gov.uk

	
Good afternoon
 
New guide on High-Risk Foods Not of Animal Origin
 
Our new guide provides information for traders exporting High-Risk Foods Not of
Animal Origin (HRFNAO) to the EU or moving them to NI.  As a reminder there
is a HRFNAO process map which explains the steps you need to take for
exporting these types of goods. Both are available on our showcase site.
	
Getting Private Attestations right when exporting from Great Britain to
Ireland
 
Defra has discussed common issues with Private Attestations with the
Department for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) in Ireland. We have
worked together to outline some tips for traders to help ensure that
consignments of composite products using the Private Attestation can be
processed at Irish Border Control Posts (BCP) as quickly as possible.
These are mainly for EU importers to consider but will also be relevant to GB
based exporters providing detail for the Private Attestation to their EU
counterparts.
If you are sending composite products to other EU Member States, or to
Northern Ireland, you may want to check directly with the relevant BCP/Point of
Entry whether they have specific requirements or tips of their own for the
completion and submission of the Private Attestation.
 
1. Ensure that your Private Attestation is signed
Please ensure that your importing food business operator signs the private
attestation before it is submitted to the BCP. It needs to be a written signature
rather than a typed signature. Whilst the private attestation does not need to be
stamped, adding a stamp can help the BCP confirm the document is authentic. 
	
2. Ensure you include information on heat treatment
Importers should ensure that they include all the information that is required on
the private attestation on heat treatment. Some private attestations for goods
being exported to the Republic of Ireland have had incomplete information. This
will hold up your goods at the BCP.
Under the EU interim arrangements if you are exporting shelf-stable composite
products containing dairy that has not undergone UHT or sterilisation, you can
use a private attestation so long as the dairy product originates and is processed
in a  third country listed for the export of dairy to the EU, such as GB.  
The importer, completing the private attestation, may delete Point 10 of Part II of
the attestation (which relates to the dairy heat treatment requirement) if:

dairy products are listed as ingredients in point 4 of Part II of the
attestation and; 
the country code inserted in box 1.7 of Part I of the attestation, is that
of a third country listed for the export of dairy products to the EU
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of a third country listed for the export of dairy products to the EU
without risk mitigating treatment (such as GB).
The establishment of origin of the dairy product, indicated in point 5 of
the attestation, is in a third country listed for the export of dairy
products to the EU without risk mitigating treatment (such as GB), or
the EU, or Northern Ireland. 
	

3. Provide full details of the goods being exported in the Private
Attestation and schedule (if applicable).
Some importers have been including references in their Private Attestations
to a manufactures’ declaration, in place of details about the goods. The
declaration should be provided to the importer by the exporter, but the detail
needs to be on the attestation/schedule. The manufacturers’ declaration can’t
be used in place of schedule.
 

4. Ensure that ingredient lists are completed
Importers should ensure that the full list of ingredients is included in the
attestation. EU guidance permits ingredients to be ‘banded’ in line with
product categories but a percentage for each category should be provided
(e.g. Dairy X%). The BCP may ask for a further breakdown. Again, there will
be delays at the BCPs if the necessary details aren’t provided.
 

5. Ensure weights and quantities on the private attestation correspond to
those on the CHED
Importers should ensure that the same weight is recorded on the attestation
and the CHED - some documentation has recorded different weights, and
this means that additional checks are needed at the BCP. 
 

6. Ensure schedule formats are easy to understand
Importers should ensure that any schedules are laid out in a format that is
easy to read and understand. Information in the schedule should relate to the
information required in Part II of the attestation. If additional space is needed
in Box I.27 then the importer should replicate the box in Part I of the form as
opposed to making use of a schedule.
 

7. Where possible group goods onto a single attestation
Where possible importers should group goods onto a single attestation (plus
schedule), with a single CHED. Attaching multiple attestations to a single
CHED will likely hold up processing at the BCP.  Note that only certain
products can be grouped together for example products of the same
establishment of dispatch and place of destination on the Private Attestation.

	
8. Composite products exempt from official controls at the BCP

Goods which are exempt from official controls at the BCP do not need a
CHED-P and the Private Attestation does not need to be uploaded onto
DAFM’s INIS import portal. Please be aware of what category your goods fall
into. If they are exempt from controls do not send CHEDS or Private
Attestations to the BCP as doing so will delay your products transit through
Dublin or Rosslare Ports.

If composite products that require official controls are transported with
composite products exempted from official controls only those products



composite products exempted from official controls only those products
requiring official controls should be included on a Private Attestation. The
Private Attestation for those composite products that are exempted from
controls should be available at the point of placing on the market and does
not need to travel with the exempted composite products. Addition of
exempted products to a Private Attestation with products requiring official
controls will lead to delays in processing the consignment.

This information is available on our showcase site.

 

Kind regards
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